MÁLAGA

THE SEA BATHES THIS TOWN AND GIVES IT ITS DEFINING FEATURES: FRIED FISH, VIBRANT COLOURS, AND SALTY AIR. NATURE AND HISTORY MIX IN ONE OF THE OLDEST TOWNS IN EUROPE.

**MUST**

---

**CAFÉ BAR MERCADO ATARAZANAS**
The best fried fish in the bar in the Atarazana market.

---

**EL REFECTORIUM CATEDRAL**
Impeccable presentation, exquisite ingredients, and a top-notch wine cellar. This restaurant, across from the cathedral, is divine.

---

**TABERNA UVEDOBLE**
Delicious food to enjoy at the bar or on high stools, which bring you a bit closer to heaven.

---

**KGB DE KIOSKO GARCÍA**
A gastrobar serving tapas made by a Michelin-star chef.

---

**LA COCINA MÁLAGA**
Local produce in a modern tapas restaurant with an informal atmosphere. You’ll leave in a good mood.

---

**BODEGA BAR EL PIMPI**
Different rooms and patios. Good wines. A party and flamenco area, views of the citadel... A bar with multiple personality disorder that you will be crazy about.

---

**BODEGUITA EL GALLO**
Authentic Andalusian taverns envy Bodeguita del Gallo: the palace of croquettes and huevos rotos (fried eggs with potatoes).

---

**EL MESÓN DE CERVANTES**
A Quixotic spot in Málaga where you can enjoy many designer tapas and great wines. Delicious.

---

**LA MOLLETERÍA 1796**
A stronghold of good ingredients, this restaurant near La Malagueta will serve you anything in MOLLETE bread. A new concept of ARTISANAL fast food.

---

**BARABOO**
Gin&Tonic is more than a cocktail at Baraboo. Taste its endless varieties (not all in the same day, of course).

**GO**

---

**MÁLAGA CATHEDRAL**
A Renaissance jewel built on top of the old mosque. Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand, as good Catholics, ordered it to be built a few days after taking the town in 1487.

---

**PICASSO MUSEUM**
285 works that showcase the innovations of Málaga’s favourite son.

---

**ALCAZABA**
An amazing Muslim citadel on the slopes of mount Gibralfaro, a mountain crowned by Gibralfaro Castle, an old Phoenician building that Abd-ar-Rahman III turned into a fortress (although it was not enough against Isabella and Ferdinand). On a clear day you can see the Rif mountain range, in Africa.

---

**ROMAN THEATRE**
At the foot of the citadel, the Roman theatre built by Caesar Augustus in the 1st century was discovered just 60 years ago. A long time playing hide and seek, isn’t it?

---

**PLAZA DE LA MERCEDE**
Picasso and other famous locals were born on this square. Perhaps there is something in the air...

---

**CALLE MARQUÉS DE LARIOS**
300 metres long and almost 150 years old, this commercial street is the fifth most expensive street in Spain.

---

**LA MALAGUETA BEACH**
Only 10 minutes away from the centre of the town, you will always have a spot for your towel in La Malagueta, sometimes under a palm tree. Walking along the beach at night is always a good idea. Particularly if the company’s good.

---

**BAÑOS DEL CARMEN**
A former spa, no semi-abandoned and overgrown, where you can take a bath, watch the sunset, or have a drink in its terrace bar. Dereliction only gives this place its personality and magic. Brutal.